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Abstract We use virtual deep seismic sounding (VDSS) and data from ~1000 broadband seismic
stations to provide high-resolution estimates of crustal structure in the western Cordillera of the United
States (U.S.). The most robust result is the geographic distribution of residual topography (that is, the
difference between observed elevation and that expected from crustal buoyancy alone) and, by
implication, thermal or petrologic anomalies in the mantle. Overall, residual topography of the western
U.S. Cordillera varies considerably; with contrasts of up to about 3 km across distances of 200 km or less.
High residual topography, indicating large mantle effects, is evident along the periphery of the Colorado
Plateau and the surroundings of the Great Basin. In contrast, the central Colorado Plateau and the
Wyoming Basin show low residual topography, close to what is expected of a geologically stable
lithosphere. Overall, in regions to the east of the Wasatch hinge line (the eastern limit of significant
extension in the North American cratonic basement) patterns of high residual topography and anomalies
of low seismic wave speeds in the upper mantle are similar, suggestive of a common, thermal origin. In
contrast, such a similarity is absent in regions to the west of the hinge line, suggesting substantial effects
of petrological heterogeneities in the mantle. Finally, joint analyses of VDSS and conventional receiver
functions reveal a wide range of crustal P wave speeds, locally as high as 6.7 km/s, perhaps indicating
magmatic modification of the crust.

1. Introduction

The elevation of the western United States (U.S.)—the broadest part of the active Cordillera of western North
America—is on average about 1 km higher than the stable North American craton to the east (Figure 1).
Previous geophysical investigations suggest, however, that the underlying crust of the former is about
10 km thinner than that of the latter [e.g., Chulick and Mooney, 2002]. This suggests that the western U.S. is
not in Airy isostatic equilibrium, so other geodynamic processes must be involved in maintaining the high
elevation of this area. A natural candidate is thermal buoyancy due to anomalously warm upper mantle
below the crust [e.g., Thompson and Burke, 1974]. This notion is supported by high surface heat flow
[Blackwell and Richards, 2004] and reduced seismic wave speeds in the upper mantle [Buehler and Shearer,
2010; Burdick et al., 2010; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010; Shen et al., 2013].

Hyndman and Currie [2011] estimated that to the first order, about 1600m of elevation can be explained by a
broad thermal anomaly over the entire region. However, the relative contribution of crustal buoyancy and
thermal expansion of the upper mantle to support surface elevation of distinct geological/physiographic
domains is not well established. Furthermore, the relative contributions from dynamic forces versus static
buoyancy are also being debated (cf. Lowry et al. [2000] and Becker et al. [2013] with Hyndman and Currie
[2011] and Levandowski et al. [2014]). Isolating and quantifying different contributions to surface topography
requires better knowledge of crustal buoyancy, which, in turn, necessitates better constraints on crustal
structure and properties.

Early seismological investigations of the crust in the western U.S. mostly relied on seismic refractions and
reflections using man-made (“active”) sources [e.g., Chulick and Mooney, 2002]. In principle, these methods
can provide high-resolution images of the crust, but in many cases the signals are not sufficiently
energetic to penetrate deep into the lithosphere or the data are too complicated to model in detail. In
addition, the spatial coverage is often limited due to the high cost of such investigations. Recently, with
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the deployment of the USArray com-
ponent of the EarthScope initiative,
conventional receiver functions (CRFs)
have been widely used to map the
structure of the crust across the wes-
tern U.S. [e.g., Lowry and Perez-
Gussinye, 2011; Gilbert, 2012; Levander
and Miller, 2012]. This method uses a
portion of the wavefield that is
produced by scattering of teleseismic
P waves near seismic stations and
constrains structures at greater depths
and over larger areas than active
source studies (see more discussions
in the next section). In addition, the
dispersion of surface waves, either
generated by natural earthquakes or
estimated from ambient noise, has also
been applied to study shear wave
structures in the crust with a broad
spatial coverage [e.g., Yang et al.,
2008]. CRFs and surface wave data
can also be combined to improve
constraints on crustal shear wave
speed [Shen et al., 2013].

However, these studies are of limited
use in estimating how much
topography is supported by crustal
buoyancy or by other sources. Birch’s
law, which describes a linear
relationship between P wave speed
and density for crustal rocks [Birch,
1961; Christensen and Mooney, 1995;
Brocher, 2005], can be used to con-
strain crustal buoyancy if we know
both the average speed of P wave
and the overall thickness of the crust.

However, CRFs and surface wave dispersion both have little sensitivity to crustal P wave speed. Lately,
Lin et al. [2012] reported that the ellipticity, or the amplitude ratio between horizontal and vertical
components of particle motions, of Rayleigh wave has some sensitivity to density, but this application
is limited to the uppermost crust.

For the estimation of crustal P wave speed and thickness, and particularly buoyancy, virtual deep seis-
mic sounding (VDSS) [Tseng et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2012, 2013] has several distinct advantages over other
methods. First, VDSS returns a robust signal from the crust-mantle boundary even if the Moho is
complicated or transitional in nature [Tseng et al., 2009]. Second, VDSS is not particularly susceptible
to signal-generated noise such as scatterings from thick sediments or intracrustal discontinuities
[Yu et al., 2012]. Last and most important, as will be shown here, VDSS can be used to put tight
constraints on crustal buoyancy in spite of an inherent trade-off between overall crustal thickness and
P wave speed.

In this paper, we first summarize the key points of VDSS and then discuss how the method is used to
constrain crustal buoyancy. We apply VDSS to broadband seismic waveforms collected by the USArray and
other deployments and provide high-resolution estimates of crustal buoyancy and in some cases additional
constraints on bulk crustal properties in the western U.S.

Figure 1. A color-coded topographic map [USGS, 1993], showing major
physiographic provinces of the western United States [Feneman, 1931].
Small-scale topographic features are suppressed by applying a low-pass
filter with a cutoff wavelength of λ = 200 km. Major physiographic
boundaries are marked as thick, dark curves. BRP, Basin and Range pro-
vince; CP, Colorado Plateau; CRP, Columbia River Plateau; CSM, Cascade-
Sierra Mountains; GP, Great Plains; MRM, Middle Rocky Mountains; NRM,
Northern Rocky Mountains; PBP, Pacific Border province; SRM, Southern
Rocky Mountains; and WB, Wyoming Basin. Subphysiographic boundaries
are marked as dashed curves. CCP, Central Colorado Plateau; GCT, Great
Basin-Colorado Plateau transition; GB, Great Basin; HLP, High Lava Plains;
SBR, Southern Basin and Range province; SCT, Southern Basin Range-
Colorado Plateau transition; SN, Sierra Nevada; SRP, Snake River Plains; and
Y, Yellowstone. Broadband seismic stations used in this study are shown as
open triangles. Red triangle marks the location of station US.ELK whose
data are shown in Figure 2c. Inset at the lower left corner is a map (in
equidistant azimuthal projection) showing the distribution of the events
(red dots) used for VDSS. The center of projection is at station US.ELK, with
the events numbered as in Table 1. Small blue circles are auxiliary events
used for calculating relative S wave traveltime residuals (Figure S5).
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2. Data and Methods
2.1. VDSS

VDSS focuses on the phase SsPmp, a prominent signal that originates as an S-to-P conversion at the free
surface near the receiver. The conversion acts as a virtual source for the subsequent reflection off the Moho
(Figure 2a). For layered, isotropic media, the differential timing between SsPmp and direct S, or Ss, is related to
the crustal thickness H and average P wave speed in the crust, VP, as follows:

TSsPmp�Ss ¼ 2H VP
�2 � pβ

2
� �1=2

; (1)

where pβ is the ray parameter (horizontal slowness) of the incident Swave. At distances less than about 55°, pβ
is large enough to cause a postcritical P reflection off the Moho, resulting in a signal with an amplitude that is
comparable to that of the direct S phase on the vertical component of seismograms. A distance of ~30° is
used as a practical lower limit to avoid triplications caused by major discontinuities that bound the transition
zone of the mantle. Within this range of distances, the phase SsPmp is a wide-angle reflection and the
distance between the virtual source and the receiver is about twice the crustal thickness (Figure 2a).

In comparison, CRFs mainly rely on the Ps phase or the P-to-S wave conversion across the Moho (Figure 2b)
[e.g., Ammon, 1991]. The differential timing between Ps and the direct P phase, or Pp, is

TPs�Pp ¼ H VS
�2 � pα

2
� �1=2 � VP

�2 � pα
2

� �1=2� �
; (2)

where pα is the ray parameter of the incident P wave and VS the average crustal S wave speed. Note that the
precritical nature of the Ps phase and related multiples results in weak amplitude of these phases. When the
Ps phase is clear on CRFs, equation (2) can be used in conjunction with equation (1) for joint determination of
both H and VP, provided that there are additional constraints on crustal VP/VS or, equivalently, the Poisson’s
ratio (supporting information).

The high signal-to-noise ratio of the SsPmp phase used in VDSS is advantageous in several ways. First, it
negates the need to stack data from a large number of events, a practice typically needed for CRFs.

Figure 2. (a) A schematic diagram illustrating raypaths of major seismic phases associated with an incoming teleseismic
S wave near a station. The difference in timing between wide-angle reflection off the Moho, phase SsPmp, and the direct
phase, Ss, is the key in virtual deep seismic sounding (VDSS). (b) A corresponding plot for an incoming teleseismic P wave.
Conventional receiver functions focus on the primary P-to-S conversion across the Moho (Ps). A number of related multi-
ples, such as PpPs and PpSs + PsPs (not shown to avoid clutter), are potentially useful. (c) Examples of seismograms from a
cluster of 10 different events recorded by the station US.ELK in the northern Great Basin (Figure 1). Dashed curves are
synthetic seismograms that match the observations well (solid curves). Each observed waveform is proportional to the
vertical component of ground velocity, after two-pass filtering between the passband of 0.02–0.3 Hz. Consistency among
waveforms at similar ray parameters and the large amplitude of the SsPmp phase highlight the robustness of VDSS. Note
that at these epicentral distances (Δ), the SsPmp phase is a postcritical reflection whose phase is shifted relative to the Ss
phase. Seismograms are aligned along the onset of the Ss phase, and inverted triangles mark arrivals of the SsPmp phase.
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Second, the SsPmp phase is not easily obscured by signal-generated noise, such as reverberations caused by
near-surface sediments and reflections/ conversions across second-order crustal structures. Third, previous
work has shown that even when the Moho interface is complicated or transitional in nature the SsPmp phase
still gives a robust estimate of mean crustal thickness [Tseng et al., 2009].

The main source of data in our study is the archive of broadband seismograms from EarthScope, including
those from the Transportable Array and Flexible arrays of the USArray, supplemented by those from other
permanent and temporary deployments in the western U.S. (Figure 1). We select seismograms with clear
Ss and SsPmp phases generated by significant events (moment magnitude Mw ≥ 5.7) that occurred between
1997 and 2010 within distances of 30°–55° from receivers. The natural distribution of seismicity dictates that
suitable events are associated with subduction zones either along the Aleutians or in Central and South
America (inset in Figure 1). Table 1 lists the 10 best events for our purpose. Figure 2c demonstrates the
consistency of relevant waveforms recorded at the same station from (spatially) nearby events. Moreover,
the dense and regular distribution of seismic stations compensates for the limited azimuthal distribution
of seismic sources, resulting in even coverage throughout the western U.S. (see results in the next section).

In order to measure TSsPmp-Ss reliably, we compare observed and synthetic seismograms (Figure 2c). For the
latter, we approximate the Swave source wavelet, which includes both the source time-function and source-
side scattering, by using the observed “pseudo-S” wave train obtained through the analysis of particle
motions (supporting information; Figure S1) [Yu et al., 2013]. We then convolve the source wavelet with recei-
ver side structural response calculated using the reflectivity method [Randall, 1989]. As shown by waveform
modeling of Tseng et al. [2009] and Yu et al. [2012], details of crustal structure are not important for fitting the
waveforms of both the SsPmp and the Ss phases, so we use only a single crustal layer in waveform modeling.
In each case, TSsPmp-Ss is then determined by a best fitting synthetic seismogram among those generated
from a suite of crustal models where TSsPmp-Ss is known through equation (1). We use the Pn tomography
results of Buehler and Shearer [2010] as a reference for P wave speed of the uppermost mantle.

In most cases, modeling only the vertical component of seismogram is sufficient to determine the timing of
both relevant phases. For stations situated on thick sediments we determine the timing of the SsPmp and Ss
phases from the vertical and radial components of ground velocity, respectively. This practice is guided by
the principle that raypaths of both phases should be near vertical because of the extremely low wave speeds
in sediments. Thus, particle motions of SsPmp and Ss phases are expected to be close to vertical and radial,
respectively. In addition, strong S-to-P conversions at the base of the sedimentary layer would produce
discernible precursors to the Ss phase on the vertical component, leading to an undesirable uncertainty in
the timing of Ss. In our practice, the typical uncertainty in TSsPmp-Ss is about ±0.4 s (one standard deviation;
Figure S1), corresponding to about ±2 km in estimated crustal thickness.

2.2. Correction and Normalization of TSsPmp-Ss

A potential source of error in the conversion of measured TSsPmp-Ss (hereinafter referred to as T for simplicity)
to crustal thickness is small-scale heterogeneity in the crust and the uppermost mantle between the virtual
source and the seismic station. For instance, if the Ss portion of the SsPmp phase passes through near-surface

Table 1. Ten Key Events for VDSS

Source Region Event No. Datea Origin Time (UT) Latitude (°N) Longitude (°E) Depth (km) Magnitude (Mw)

Aleutian subduction zone 1 2007-04-29 12:41:57.4 52.01 �179.97 117 6.2
2 2007-7-13 21:54:43.1 51.84 �176.28 35 6.0
3 2007-10-31 13:44:19.8 51.42 �178.38 28 6.0
4 2007-12-21 07:24:34.0 51.37 �178.98 25 6.3
5 2008-3-22 21:24:11.3 52.18 �178.72 132 6.2

Central and South America 6 2007-11-16 03:13:00.1 �2.31 �77.84 123 6.8
7 2008-2-12 12:50:18.5 16.36 �94.30 83 6.5
8 2008-8-26 21:00:36.6 �7.64 �74.38 154 6.4
9 2009-7-04 06:49:35.5 9.59 �78.97 38 6.1
10 2010-5-16 05:16:10.0 18.40 �67.07 113 5.8

aEvent catalog is the Preliminary Determination of Epicenters of the USGS.
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structures that are distinct from those
directly under the station sampled by
the (direct) Ss phase, then a correction
to T, equivalent to the static correction
in exploration seismology, is needed.
For VDSS, subcrustal, small-scale
heterogeneity, whose length scale is of
the same order as the distance between
the virtual source and the seismic sta-
tion, would cause a similar effect
(Figure 2a). These corrections are neces-
sary, because (for the region considered
here) traveltime tomography with
USArray data yields up to ~5% and
~10% variations in P and S wavespeed,
respectively, at depths between 60 and
120 km and over distances of about
100–200 km [Burdick et al., 2010;
Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010].

To mitigate this source of uncertainty,
we measure arrival times of the direct S
phase from each of the events shown in
Table 1. We further expand this data set
with auxiliary, high-quality events of
Mw ≥ 5.5 that occurred close to each of
the events in Table 1 (Figure 1). For each
event-station pair we calculate the S
wave traveltime residual relative to the

standard, global traveltime model iasp91. Since only the relative traveltime at each of the virtual source-
station pair matters, the mean of measured traveltime residuals at all stations from a given event is removed.
The final outcome for all events listed in Table 1 is shown in Figure S5. Note that events #1–5 occurred close to
each other, so Figure S5a shows the complete result for all five events from the Aleutian subduction zone.

We then adjust each value of T according to the difference in traveltime residual, Δt, between the Ss phase at
each station and the Ss portion of the SsPmp phase at each virtual source (Figure 2a). To this end, the former is
directly measured at each location (Figure S5) and the latter is based on linear interpolations among relevant
stations. As we assume that variations in traveltime residuals between nearby stations are smooth, the accu-
racy of this procedure is limited by station spacing. The corrected differential travel time between SsPmp and
the Ss phases, T′, is

T ′ ¼ T þ Δt: (3)

Since the exact location of the virtual source also depends on crustal thickness, Δt and T′ are jointly
updated each time a preliminary estimate of H is calculated. Notice that this correction contains all major
differences between the Ss portion of the two relevant phases, including effects both near the surface and
at greater depths. By largely removing effects of lateral variations in S wave speeds, the assumption of
lateral homogeneity in equation (1) remains valid for estimating crustal thickness from T′. The correction
Δt is important for regions with strong gradient in traveltime residuals, such as portions of the Colorado
Plateau and the Wyoming Basin, where it can reach up to 3 s, corresponding to ~15 km in crustal
thickness estimation.

To account for variations in T′ that naturally arise from different distances (equivalent to the effect of moveout
in exploration seismology [Sheriff and Geldart, 1995]), we further normalize all T′ to a common reference ray
parameter, pβ0, as follows:

T ′0 ¼ T ′ VP
�2 � pβ0

2
� �1=2

= VP
�2 � pβ

2
� �1=2

; (4)

Figure 3. A map showing observed differential travel times between
SsPmp and Ss phases, after correcting for traveltime residuals of the
latter and normalizing to a common, reference S wave ray parameter of
0.1316 s/km. Each value is plotted at where the reflection off the Moho is
expected, assuming a constant crustal Pwave velocity of 6.3 km/s. Shaded
ellipses, labeled as (a)–(d), mark the approximate locations of stations
used in the joint analyses of VDSS and CRFs (Figure 7). Shaded box in the
Great Basin shows the approximate location of the COCORP seismic
reflection transect along 40°N [Klemperer et al., 1986].
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where T0′ is the normalized (moveout corrected) value of T′, and pβ0 the reference S wave ray parameter (set
to 0.1316 s/km). Using ray theory as a first approximation and assuming that the crust-mantle transition is
characterized by P wave speeds that increase downward, critical reflection occurs when P wave speed of
the upper mantle reaches 7.6 km/s for pβ0. The exact value of VP, the other parameter in equation (4), has a
negligible effect on T0′.

3. Spatial Distribution of T0′

Figure 3 shows a map of measured T0′, with each value plotted at the (estimated) location of the Moho reflec-
tion. The results cover the western U.S. Cordillera at an average spacing of about 50 km between data points,
suggesting that features with characteristic scales of at least 100 km are spatially unaliased. Higher resolution
is reached at places where seismic data from dense arrays are available, such as in the High Lava Plains. We
infer strong lateral variations in T0′, ranging from ~3 s to 11 s, and the spatial distribution shows a rough cor-
relation with physiographic provinces (Figure 3). We will focus on regions to the east of the Cascade-Sierra
Mountains because data coverage in the Pacific Border province is generally sparse.

Large values of T0′ are prevalent in the Colorado Plateau and the Wyoming Basin—two stable blocks in the
western U.S. with thermal ages dating back to the Proterozoic and the Archean, respectively [Burchfiel
et al., 1992]. Values of T0′ in these two regions are relatively uniform, with an average of ~9 s (Figures 3, 4a,
and 4c). However, except along its northern margin, decreases of T0′ are evident along the periphery of
the Colorado Plateau on all other sides (Figures 3, 4a, and 4c). For example, T0′ values in the high Southern
Rocky Mountain are smaller than those on the central Colorado Plateau by about 1 ~ 2 s (Figures 3 and 4a).

Relatively uniform values of T0′ (~7 s) are observed in the Great Basin, or the northern Basin and Range
province—the most prominent expression of Cenozoic extension in the western U.S. Values of T0′ here are
systematically larger than those measured in its southern counterpart, where T0′ gradually increases north-
eastward from ~5 s to ~7 s (Figures 3 and 4c). Locally, large values of T0′ are detected near the Death
Valley (~36°N, 117°W; Figures 3 and 4b), within the so-called “amagmatic corridor” where the onset of
Cenozoic extension is later and volcanism is less voluminous than other parts of the Basin and Range
province [Wernicke et al., 1987; Schulte-Pelkum et al., 2011].

Themargins of the Great Basin typically show smaller T0′ than the interior (Figures 3, 4a, and 4b). To the north,
T0′ decreases to only ~5 s and ~6 s in the Eastern Snake River Plain and the High Lava Plains, respectively.
Along the transition between the Great Basin and the Colorado Plateau, T0′ is ~5.5 s. To the west, T0′ is ~6 s
in the eastern flanks of the central Sierra Nevada.

4. Crust and Mantle Support of Topography
4.1. Constraining Crustal Buoyancy

The contribution of crustal buoyancy to surface topography, hc, is proportional to both crustal thickness (H)
and the contrast in density between the crust and the asthenosphere [Lachenbruch and Morgan, 1990]:

hc ¼ H Δρ=ρa; (5)

where Δρ is the difference between the density of the asthenosphere and the crust, ρa and ρc, respectively.

It has long been known that to a first approximation, Pwave speed is linearly related to density for most crus-
tal rocks (Birch’s law [Birch, 1961]). Based on a larger set of measurements, this rule has been updated as the
Nafe-Drake relationship [Ludwig et al., 1970; Brocher, 2005]. This relationship reduces the uncertainty in esti-
mating hc, even if there are trade-offs between H and VP (as is the case in, for instance, reflection seismology),
because two effects partially offset each other in the product H Δρ (equation (5)). For instance, an overesti-
mate of crustal VP obviously underestimates Δρ but overestimates H (e.g., equation (1)).

In particular, errors in hc are reduced significantly when the relationship between H and VP are constrained by
VDSS (equation (1); Figure 5). Using the Nafe-Drake relationship of Brocher [2005], for a nominal model of
crust where H and VP are 40 km and 6.3 km/s, respectively, a deviation of 0.1 km/s in VP will lead to an error
of ~300m in hc, if H and VP are unrelated. In contrast, the error in hc is reduced by almost an order of magni-
tude—to a negligible value of only ~40m—when these two quantities are interdependent via equation (1).
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Figure 4. ThreeVDSSprofiles across various physiographic provinces using the vertical component of Swave trains. (a)-(c) are alongprofiles AA’, BB’ andCC’ in Figure 3,
respectively. Seismograms, each labeled by its station code, are aligned along the peaks of the Ss phase. Left-pointing triangles mark the arrivals of the SsPmp phase
as determined by correlation with synthetic seismograms. Red circles mark the arrival of the SsPmp phase, after corrections for traveltime residuals of the Ss phase
and normalizations to a common S wave ray parameter (0.1316 s/km). Dotted curves mark crustal thickness predicted by Airy isostasy using the reference model
described in Table S1 [Molnar et al., 1993]. The seismograms are processed in the same manner as those shown in Figure 2c. See Figure 1 for abbreviations of
physiographic provinces.
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The only other method that gives a
comparable result is conventional
wide-angle reflection or deep seismic
sounding (DSS). This is hardly surprising
since VDSS is akin to DSS, except for the
use of virtual seismic sources from nat-
ural earthquakes instead of active
sources. The slight difference seen in
Figure 5 between the two approaches
stems from equation (1), which takes
into account the fact that in VDSS the
S-leg of the Ss phase travels a slightly
longer path in the uppermost mantle
that that of the SsPmp. Notice that
near-vertical seismic reflection contri-
butes only slightly to the reduction of
error in hc, because in this case the tra-
veltime is simply the ratio between H
and VP (Figure 5).

4.2. Residual Topography

Residual topography can be defined as
the difference between observed eleva-
tion and that expected from crustal
buoyancy alone (equation (5)). Since

estimating hc from results of VDSS is relatively insensitive to the actual value of crustal VP, we use a constant
crustal VP of 6.3 km/s and the corresponding value of H for each measured value of T0′. To compare hc derived
from VDSS with actual topography, we first apply a low-pass filter to the latter, with a cutoff wavelength
of 200 km (Figure 1). This procedure largely removes the component of topography supported by plate
flexure, as the effective elastic thickness of the western U.S. is generally small (<30 km) [Lowry and
Perez-Gussinye, 2011].

Second, one needs to choose a value for h0, the depth of the asthenospheric geoid, or the hypothetical free
surface of the asthenosphere, below a point on land that is at sea level. The predicted elevation from crustal
buoyancy is then simply (hc� h0) [Lachenbruch and Morgan, 1990]. A closely related parameter is D0, the
distance to the asthesnosphere geoid beneath the hydrogeoid where seawater is directly loading the asthe-
nosphere. Lachenbruch and Morgan [1990] used values of relevant parameters for the mid-ocean ridge to
estimate D0, whose value, in turn, leads to an estimate of about 2.4 km for h0. Notice that h0 is a constant
and does not affect lateral variations in residual topography.

Following the same convention of presentation as in Figure 3, the resulting distribution of residual topogra-
phy is shown in Figure 6a. For ease of visualization, we also plot an interpolated version in Figure 6b. Notice
that for a reference continental lithosphere under isostatic equilibrium and at zero elevation—that is, the
common reference of Airy isostasy—the value of predicted elevation from crustal buoyancy (hc� h0) is
greater than zero, because crustal buoyancy must counteract the negative buoyancy of the lithospheric man-
tle. Consequently, the residual topography would be negative. Using a reference crustal thickness of 35 km
[Molnar et al., 1993], the negative buoyancy exerted by the lithospheric mantle reduces by about 2 km the
expected topography from crustal buoyancy alone. Therefore, for continental lithosphere under classic
Airy isostasy, one would expect a residual topography of approximately �2 km (supporting information).

The main source of uncertainty in residual topography is associated with T0′. As mentioned earlier, the typical
error for measuring TSsPmp-Ss is usually within ±0.4 s (one standard deviation). However, errors in the “static”
correction (Δt in equation (3)) are difficult to evaluate and may also vary laterally. Assuming a combined one
standard deviation of ±0.6 s in T0′, the uncertainty of residual topography is around ±450m (at 68% confi-
dence interval). Another source of uncertainty lies in lateral variations in crustal VP. This effect is generally

Figure 5. Estimated errors in crustal support of surface topography (hc)
caused by variations in crustal VP. The empirical Nafe-Drake relationship
is used to relate VP to density [Brocher, 2005]. True values of crustal
thickness (H) and VP are 40 km and 6.3 km/s, respectively.
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small (Figure 5): even with a difference of ±0.2 km/s in VP, the uncertainty in residual topography is only about
±100m. A final source of uncertainty lies in the scaling between crustal VP and density. We estimate that the
resulting uncertainty in residual topography is about ±300m (supporting information). Notice that this
uncertainty is unlikely to affect significantly our results on relative residual topography, unless there are
strong lateral variations in crustal lithology.

Lateral variations in residual topography are significant in many parts of the western U.S., such as the contrast
between the interiors and the margins of the Colorado Plateau and the Wyoming Basin (Figures 6a and 6b).

Figure 6. Maps showing (a) uninterpolated and (b) interpolated residual topography in the western United States. (c) Perturbations in S wave speed at a depth of
90 km from teleseismic body wave tomography [Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010]. In Figures 6b and 6c, we also mark the Wasatch hinge line (WH; white dashed
curve), approximately the eastern limit of significant extension in the North American cratonic basement, and the eastern limit of oceanic terranes (white dotted
curve), as inferred from a threshold value of 0.706 in the initial ratios of 87Sr/86Sr (modified from DeCelles [2004]). (d) Smoothed values of observed surface heat flows,
after filtering with a cutoff wavelength of 200 km (based on the compilation of Blackwell and Richards [2004]). Open triangles mark locations of recent basaltic
volcanism (<5Myr; data from North American Volcanic and Intrusive Rock Database, http://www.navdat.org/).
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On average, in the central Colorado Plateau and the Wyoming Basin, residual topography is about �2 km,
indicating that these regions are close to Airy isostasy (Figures 4a and 4c). However, along margins of the
Colorado Plateau (except for its northern margin) and in the Yellowstone region, residual topography
fluctuates between�0.5 and 0.5 km (Figures 6a and 6b), indicating a substantial amount of additional mantle
support of topography.

Farther to the west, residual topography of the Great Basinmostly ranges from�1.0 to 0.5 km. Here the lateral
variations correlate with surface topography (cf. Figures 1 and 6b), as values of T0′ are fairly uniform (Figure 3).
Higher values of residual topography (0 ~ 0.5 km) tend to concentrate in the surroundings of the Great Basin,
such as the Eastern Snake River Plain, the High Lava Plains, and the eastern flank of the Sierra Nevada.

4.3. Comparison With Other Geophysical Measurements

Through theNafe-Drake relationship the effect of crustal buoyancy is fully included in our estimates of residual
topography. Lateral variations in residual topography thus point to heterogeneities in themantle, and it is nat-
ural to compareour resultswith independently identifiedmantleheterogeneity. Figure6c shows the lateral var-
iation of Swave speed (ΔVS) at a depth of 90 km inferred from teleseismic body wave tomography [Schmandt
and Humphreys, 2010]. Since the pattern of ΔVS varies only slightly between depths of 60 km and 120 km, we
assume that the distribution shown in Figure 6c is representative of the averaged ΔVS for the upper mantle
(although we realize that some of this similarity may result from vertical smearing in the tomography results).

East of 114°W, the overall patterns of residual topography are correlated with ΔVS. Both quantities show dis-
tinct margins surrounding the central Colorado Plateau and the Wyoming Basin. The two most prominent
regions of high residual topography, the Yellowstone-Eastern Snake River Plain system and the Great
Basin-Colorado Plateau transition, correlate with areas where ΔVS is the lowest, albeit with an apparent geo-
graphic shift in the overall patterns (cf. Figures 6b and 6c). In the southern Rocky Mountains, high residual
topography is also evident, but the amplitude of negative ΔVS is moderate.

West of 114°W the situation is different. Here fluctuations in residual topography have a characteristic length
of about 200 km. We note that this feature is not an artifact of filtering, and changing to lower cutoff wave-
lengths of 50 km or 100 km does not affect the outcome. Overall, large amplitudes of residual topography are
isolated, such as near the Idaho batholith, in the Death Valley, and near the northern central Sierra Nevada
(Figures 6a and 6b). Intriguingly, except at the northernmargin of the Great Basin, there are no corresponding
anomalies of ΔVS in these regions. Between latitudes of 37°N and 47°N, a sequence of five relative highs
roughly follow the eastern limit of oceanic terranes as inferred from a threshold value of 0.706 in the initial
ratios of 87Sr/86Sr (marked as 0.706 Sri in Figure 6b; [DeCelles, 2004]). However, this relationship does not hold
beyond this corridor of latitudes.

We note that the lateral transition between these two regimes—from large-scale, correlated variations in
residual topography and ΔVS in the east to smaller-scale variations in residual topography without corre-
sponding changes in ΔVS in the west—roughly coincides with the Wasatch hinge line, or the eastern limit
of Cenozoic extension in the Precambrian crystalline basement (Figure 6b) [DeCelles, 2004].

Other quantities to be compared with residual topography are measurements of surface heat flows [Blackwell
and Richards, 2004] and the distribution of recent basaltic eruptions (<5Myr; Figure 6d; data from http://
www.navdat.org/). In places, particularly east of 114°W, high heat flow and abundant basaltic eruptions often
accompany significant residual topography (e.g., in the Yellowstone region). This relationship is tenuous,
however, and since heat flow is not easy to interpret, we did not pursue this comparison further.

Since it is generally accepted that the upper mantle beneath the western U.S. is warm [Thompson and Burke,
1974], thermal anomalies seem the most likely source of static or dynamic buoyancy in the mantle. The low
spatial correlation between residual topography and ΔVS in the upper mantle suggests, however, that
petrological heterogeneities also play an important role, especially west of the Wasatch hinge line.

5. Further Constraints on Crustal Properties

In addition to constraining crustal buoyancy, VDSS can provide information on VP (equation (1)), which is an
important proxy for bulk crustal properties. As is the case for all seismic reflection methods, determination of
crustal thickness relies on estimates of average crustal VP (and vice versa). One way of resolving this trade-off
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is through a joint analysis of VDSS and CRFs. However, a comprehensive scan of CRFs (see supporting
information) [Crotwell and Owens, 2005] shows that for many stations in the western U.S., P-to-S conversions
across the Moho (phase Ps) are either very weak or heavily contaminated by reverberations from shallow
structures (e.g., Figure S2). Thus, we limit such joint analyses to high-quality CRFs only.

In each (sub)physiographic province we select three nearby stations at which the primary Ps phase of CRF is
readily identified. We thenmeasure the time difference between phases Ps and Pp (TPs-Pp) and combine these
data with the nearest measurements of T0′ to estimate both crustal thickness and crustal VP (see supporting
information for details). Figure 7 shows corresponding waveforms of reliable VDSS and CRFs in selected
locations from four different subprovinces (see Figure 3 for exact locations). Values of crustal thickness and
VP estimated from VDSS and CRF are then averaged among each group of three stations (Figures 7 and S3;
with error bars representing one standard deviation due to uncertainties in VP/VS ratios from an updated
result of Lowry and Perez-Gussinye [2011]).

5.1. Basin and Range Province

In the northern part of the Great Basin (GB) and in the central part of the southern Basin and Range province
(SBR), the phase Ps analyzed has high signal-to-noise ratios (Figure 7) and the joint analysis of VDSS and CRFs

Figure 7. Examples of waveforms used in the joint analyses of VDSS (left column) and CRFs (middle column) in four physiographic provinces: (a) Great Basin (GB),
(b) Southern Basin and Range (SBR), (c) Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP), and (d) Southern Rocky Mountains (SRM). Arrows mark arrival times of key seismic
phases. Circles in the left column mark the arrivals of the SsPmp phase after corrections as done in Figure 4. For VDSS, the seismograms are processed in the same
manner as those shown in Figure 2c. Details of data processing for CRFs can be found in the supporting information. The right column shows the average crustal
thickness and VP for selected stations in each subprovince. Bars represent one standard deviation of error resulting from uncertainties in VP/VS according to an
updated report of Lowry and Perez-Gussinye [2011].
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resulted in VP of 6.10 ± 0.14 km/s and 6.19 ± 0.11 km/s, respectively (see Figure 3 for locations). Such values
are lower than the global average of 6.45 ± 0.23 km/s [Christensen and Mooney, 1995] but are roughly consis-
tent with compilations in the Basin and Range province as a whole, where a number of seismic refraction pro-
files have been carried out [Chulick and Mooney, 2002]. Near-surface sediments and volcaniclastic deposits
are likely causes of the low values of overall VP here. For example, Lerch et al. [2007] reported thick layers
of such materials (~2 km), characterized by particularly low VP (<3 km/s) and low density (<2300 kg/m3), in
the northwestern Great Basin, close to our study region in the northern part of this basin.

The mean crustal thickness inferred here is roughly consistent with that estimated from joint inversion of
CRFs and surface waves in the same regions [Shen et al., 2013]. In the northern Great Basin, however, most
previous studies focusing on CRFs suggest a thinner crust (25 ~ 30 km) both to the east southeast and the
west southwest of our samples (~34 km) [Lowry and Perez-Gussinye, 2011; Gilbert, 2012; Levander and Miller,
2012; Shen et al., 2013], even though our T0′ measurements are quite uniform throughout the Great Basin
(Figure 3). We note that such differences mainly occur at places where the Ps phase is weak [Shen et al.,
2013, Figure 10b]. In other words, the impedance contrast across the Moho is low in these locations, suggest-
ing a gradual crust-mantle transition. Indeed, seismic refraction profiles in the western Basin and Range pro-
vince (from about 119°W to 116°W along the 39.5°N parallel) reveal a lens of transitional materials between
typical crustal rocks and the mantle [Thompson et al., 1989]. The base of this lens is at a depth of about
34.5 km, consistent with our sampled values of the overall crustal thickness. Indeed, a long reflection transect
along the 40°N parallel during the COCORP (the COnsortium for COntinental Reflection Profiling) Project
(shaded box in Figure 3 [Klemperer et al., 1986]) found no obvious fluctuations in crustal thickness across
the Great Basin.

5.2. Regions Surrounding the Great Basin

The mean crustal thicknesses inferred here are 36 km, 33 km, and 32 km in the Eastern Snake River Plain, the
High Lava Plains, and the Great Basin-Colorado Plateau transition, respectively. Our results suggest that there
are no significant differences in crustal thickness between the margins and the interior of the Great Basin.
However, values of VP in the surrounding regions are generally greater than that in the Basin and Range
province. An extreme case occurs in the Eastern Snake River Plain, where the average crustal VP reaches
~6.70 ± 0.07 km/s (Figure 7b). Somewhat lower values of ~6.37 ± 0.10 km/s are found both in the High Lava
Plains and the Great Basin-Colorado Plateau transition (Figure S3).

These observations cannot be explained simply by a lack of low-velocity sediments or drastic reductions in
crustal temperature. In fact, surface heat flow is generally high in these areas (Figure 6d) [Blackwell and
Richards, 2004]. Likewise, the sedimentary covers above the Eastern Snake River Plain and the High Lava
Plains are thick, a result of repeated eruptions of bimodal volcanism since the Miocene [Sparlin et al., 1982;
Jordan et al., 2004]. Previously, a high-velocity middle crustal layer was detected by seismic refraction surveys
and interpreted as a pervasive intrusion of mafic material into the crust beneath the Eastern Snake River Plain
[Sparlin et al., 1982]. As such, a plausible cause for elevated VP is magmatic modification and densification of
the crust by materials derived from the upper mantle.

5.3. Southern Rocky Mountains and the Colorado Plateau

Our estimate of crustal thickness under the Southern Rocky Mountains (~46 km; Figures 1 and 7d) is smaller
than expected from an average elevation of about 3 km but consistent with that of other studies [Hansen
et al., 2013]. In view of the high surface heat flow (Figure 6d) [Blackwell and Richards, 2004], magmatic
modification of the crust seems a reasonable explanation for the elevated values of VP (6.44 ± 0.10 km/s).

The mean crustal thickness of the central Colorado Plateau is probably slightly larger than that of the
Southern Rockies. Because of weak P-to-S conversions [Bashir et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2013], there are no reli-
able CRFs to constrain VP in this region (Figure S3), but a value of 6.3 km/s inferred (for the entire plateau)
from the compilation of Chulick and Mooney [2002] yields a crustal thickness of ~50 km. Under the same
assumption, crustal thickness of the Wyoming Basin is estimated at ~52 km.

6. Conclusions

Application of virtual deep seismic sounding to data from about 1000 broadband seismic stations reveals
significant (lateral) variations in residual topography and, by implication, mantle support of topography in
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the western U.S. Cordillera. For instance, mantle support is required to explain the topography along the per-
iphery of the Colorado Plateau and around theWyoming craton, whereas crustal buoyancy (that is, traditional
isostasy) is sufficient to maintain observed elevations in the interior of these stable geological units.

East of the Wasatch hinge line (roughly along the 114°W meridian), high residual topography correlates with
low seismic wavespeed in the upper mantle. This correlation (and high surface heat flow) is consistent with
anomalously highmantle temperatures. Such a correlation does not exist west of theWasatch line, suggesting
that residual topography here cannot be explained by thermal anomalies alone and that variations in petrol-
ogy or composition or dynamic forces must also play a role.

Joint analyses of virtual deep seismic sounding and conventional receiver functions are useful in resolving the
trade-off between crustal thickness and the overall speed of Pwave in the crust. For the latter, values as low as
6.1 km/s and as high as 6.7 km/s are found at selected locations where conventional receiver functions are
reliable. Such high values suggest modification of the crust by magmatic materials derived from the mantle.
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